KOHLER PerfectFill Smart Bathing Technology

Estimated Consumer Price:
Starting at $2,700; Available to Order 2022
Key Points
• PerfectFill is a drain system that integrates a smart drain, digital/app controller and bath filler
• PerfectFill technology can draw a bath to a preferred preset temperature and desired depth with a
simple voice command or through the KOHLER Konnect app, reducing time spent monitoring the bath
as it fills
• This system allows users to set 10 pre-set experiences, letting each person activate their own bathing
experience easily
• PerfectFill can automatically fill a bath to a consumer’s desired depth and temperature – allowing the
user to simply get in
o Controls bathwater filling, draining and temperatures, – all through voice commands or the
intuitive KOHLER Konnect app
o Reduces the amount of time spent physically monitoring the filling of the bath water – digital
drain monitors and shuts off water at preferred water depth for bathing
o Fills bath to desired temperature and depth, allowing the user to simply get in
o The new technology is sold as a system that includes the valve, system controller, and drain
• PerfectFill technology also offers auto-drain functionality that can be controlled via voice commands or
through the KOHLER Konnect app
Technical Information
• PerfectFill is sold as a drain kit (drain assembly and controller) and is designed to be paired with a
Kohler digital valve, Kohler spout (deck- or wall-mount) and compatible Kohler bath

KOHLER Anthem Valves and Controls

Estimated Consumer Price:
Anthem valve + control options start around $795. Full price varies based on specification
Key Points
• The Anthem valves and controls have been thoughtfully designed to provide a tailored
experience to users’ exact specifications
• With two platforms to choose from – mechanical and digital – these precision controls elevate
the showering routine to a next level sensory event
• Digital:
o Familiar touch-sensitive surface is intuitive and easy to use
o Integration with the KOHLER Konnect app allows for full control over every facet of the
showering experience via the smart phone
o Set default or max temperatures
o Monitor shower duration and water usage to maximize water conservation
o Users can pair the controls up with Google or Alexa to allow for voice operation
o A “warm-up mode” purges cold water from the pipes and puts a hold on the hot water
for up to two minutes until users are ready to get in the shower
• Mechanical:
o Buttons for each outlet pop open when pushed, converting into dials that allow users to
set and adjust flow volume
o Clear, commonly understood iconography takes any guesswork out of the process,
paving the way to a personalized sensory experience that can be universally enjoyed.
• Mechanical valves control up to four outlets; digital valves control up to six outlets
• Provide total control over any combination of shower sprays, rainheads, showerheads and hand
showers.
• Mix and match settings and program up to 10 favorite presets to revisit at anytime
• Available in polished chrome, brushed nickel, matte black, and brushed modern brass
• Each outlet can be independently adjusted to suit the user’s specific temperature and flow
desires

KOHLER Statement Showering Collection

Estimated Consumer Price:
Statement showering components start around $110. Full price varies based on specification
Key Points
• The Statement collection of components breathes new life into well-loved standards,
marrying the latest in technology with Kohler’s enduring craftsmanship
• Statement is inspired by iconic furniture and home goods, carrying the underlying familiarity
while creating striking aesthetics
• The full collection includes an oblong showerhead for more enveloping water coverage, four
styles of handshowers, four unique rainheads, and two bodysprays
• Seven immersive spray experiences:
o Deep Massage – strong streams of water twist and swirl to create a slow, kneading
pattern
o Cloud Spray - that swathes the body in a super-fine mist
o Full Coverage Rain - gravity-fed droplets provide a soft flow of water that has a natural
feel, mimicking the experience of real rainfall
o Sweep – a wide spray of fine droplets creates a soothing stream ideal for an invigorating
massage
o Ribbon Massage – water cascades at an angled stream to target the shoulders
o Full coverage with KOHLER Katalyst technology - enhances each droplet with air for
intensified, more luxurious cloaks of water
o Infinity spray – interlaced water streams create three experience zones in a single
spray; the droplets closest to the nozzle rinse, middle zone massages, farthest stream
provides coverage
• Finishes available in polished chrome, brushed nickel, matte black, and brushed modern brass
Technical Information
• Universally compatible fittings
• Multiple flow rate options

KOHLER Purist Suspend Kitchen Faucet

Estimated Consumer Price:
Starting at $4,300; Available to Order February 2022
Key Points
• Features a remote puck with intuitive interface that allows user to access and use faucet
wirelessly
o Puck can be placed anywhere and used while charging
o Is water-resistant
o Battery life up to 1 month
• Hose can be adjusted to any preferred ceiling/hanging height
• The hose also stays at the height positioned, allowing the user to resume use at the same height
previously used
• The spray head is weighted to eliminate excess swaying or splashing
• Offers various features options to enhance experience: Sweep Spray, a powerful prep and
cleaning spray, Pause Technology, a button that allows users pause the water flow to move the
spray head without a mess, Boost Technology, a boost of faster water for filling pots and
cleaning and MasterClean spray face, an easy-to-clean spray face that withstands mineral build
up
• The swing arm offers 180 degrees of rotation, allowing for easy placement wherever is most
convenient over the sink
Technical Information
• Simple rough-in installation for easy installation; plumber required to run water to ceiling
• 1.5 GPM WaterSense-approved standard and meets or exceeds LA County and CEC
requirements for water savings

KOHLER Touchless Bathroom Sink Faucets

Estimated Consumer Price:
$199
Key Points
• Touchless on/off with a wave of your hand
• Available in Polished Chrome, Brushed Nickle, Brushed Modern Brass, and Matte Black
• Set preferred water temperature with a twist of the knob-style handle
• Offers Vacation Mode, giving confidence that your faucet will not be accidently turned on if you
are away for an extended period
• Auto shut-off after 2 minutes if inadvertently left running, for greater peace of mind
• Bypass Feature: The electronics can be turned off (at the control box under the deck); enabling
your faucet to be used manually
Technical Information
• Response® technology uses a state-of-the-art motion sensor for reliable touchless activation
• Powered by six AA batteries (included)
• KOHLER ceramic disc valves exceed industry longevity standards for a lifetime of durable
performance
• 1.2 gpm (4.5 lpm) maximum flow rate at 60 psi (4.14 bar)
• Box includes assembled faucet, supply lines, escutcheon plate, clicker drain, six AA batteries.
• Premium material construction for durability and reliability
• Spot RepelTM finish resists fingerprints, smudges, and water spots (Brushed Nickel and Matte
Black finishes only)
• Six-month battery life under normal usage
• An LED indicator is located at the base of the faucet, blinks when batteries are low

KOHLER H2Wise Powered by Phyn

H2Wise+ Powered by Phyn

H2Wise Powered by Phyn

Estimated Consumer Price:
KOHLER H2Wise Powered by Phyn $400
KOHLER H2Wise+ Powered by Phyn $666.70
Available January 2022
Key Points
•
•

•
•
•
•

Kohler will be launching two H2Wise Powered by Phyn co-branded products with Phyn in 2022–
a DIY version (H2Wise) and a Pro version (H2Wise+) with an automatic shut off
Both versions monitor water use through every fixture in your home, running a diagnosis 240
times per second to immediately notify you if a leak is detected anywhere in your home and to
provide detailed insights into how each fixture in your home uses water
Both versions provide a pre-freeze warning that uses patented pressure sensing to alert you of
crystals forming in your pipes before they have a chance to freeze and burst
DIY version, H2Wise Powered by Phyn, is a water monitor that is easily installed under a single
sink
A pro version, H2Wise+ Powered by Phyn, is installed at the main water valve in the home and
offers the added benefit of whole home water shut off through the app if a leak is detected
Both units work with the KOHLER Konnect app and can also be paired with voice assistants for
easy access to information

Technical Information
•
•
•
•
•
•

H2Wise compatible with most 3/8″ hot and cold water supply “angle stops” and sink hoses
H2Wise requires 110V /220V power supply
H2Wise is for indoor use only
H2Wise+ features 1” threaded male ends, designed to adapt to different fittings
H2Wise+ requires a 110/220V (19W) power supply within 15 feet of installation, GFCI outlet
recommended
H2Wise+ can be used indoor or outdoor

KOHLER Power Reserve Energy Storage System

Estimated Consumer Price:
10KWH- $13,325
15KWH- $18,720
20WKH- $23,440
Key Points
• Modular backup system to store and access the clean energy produced by their home's solar
systems for additional energy savings
• Offers a smart storage solution to efficiently optimize home power usage
• Utilizes Kohler Power Reserve mobile app to monitor and control your system
• Users may choose the operation mode for their system (back-up, self-supply, time-of-use or
custom) to personalize their battery's storage and output.
• Access timeline of power information for the day, historical statistics for the system
• Stores energy from grid during times of lower electricity usage for non-solar homes
• Power Reserve offers different modes to suit the needs of each family: Backup Mode, Selfsupply Mode and Time-of-use Mode
o Backup: battery is charged and ready to power your home during an outage
o Self-supply: battery uses your stored energy to power the home, limits the usage on
utility power
o Time-of-use: battery prioritizes the use of your stored energy during peak utility periods,
which means increased savings
• Compatible with any solar panels and can be installed indoors or outdoors on both new and
existing solar panel setups
Technical information
• Battery capacity ranges from 10kWh to up 20kWh with extension
• Installation Type: AC-Coupled or DC-Coupled
• Frequency: 60 Hz
• Uses a lithium iron phosphate (LiFePO4) battery for longer battery life and increased safety with
a 10-year warranty

KOHLER Stillness Bath

Estimated Consumer Price:
Soak Freestanding Bath: $8,000; available Q1 2022
Smart Soak Freestanding Bath: Announced at launch; available Q3 2022
Experience Freestanding Bath: Announced at launch; available Q3 2022
Infinity Experience Freestanding Bath: Announced at launch; available Q3 2022
Key Points
• Smart, spa-like, and with a design worlds away from ordinary, Stillness turns bathing into a sanctuary
for self-care and well-being
• In Stillness, water, light, fog, and aromas converge to create an immersive journey of the senses
designed to relax the mind, soothe the body and renew the spirit
• Every element is controlled through the KOHLER® Konnect app for complete customization of the
experience
• The Stillness Bath has a clean minimal exterior with a warm, soft interior while surrounded by a
wooden grate that creates a spa ecosystem
• The Stillness Infinity Experience bath starts with water filling from the bottom of the bath, overflowing
into the hinoki wood base to create a soothing sound.
• Full spectrum lighting surrounds the bath, setting the mood and stage for a relaxed state of mind
• Fog then envelopes the surface of the bath, immersing the user in a feeling of blissful relaxation
• The users own essential oils can be added to the bath’s experience tower that emits the aromas to
stimulate the senses
• Stillness Infinity and Experience baths offer present experience journeys to promote a sense of overall
wellbeing. The journeys take inspiration from the sense invoked by nature and allows you to
orchestrate specific sequences of light, fog and aromas to immerse the senses and quiet the mind.
Technical Information
• Soaker: 46x46x32 (LxWxH)
• Smart with Perfect Fill: 46x46x32 (LxWxH)
• Experience: 46x46x32 (LxWxH) (experience tower increases height to 34”)
• Infinity: 72x72x35 (LxWxH)

ROBERN® IQ™ Digital Lock Box

Estimated consumer price:
$449
Key Points
• The IQ Digital Lock Box provides secure and reliable home and remote access based upon
the operator’s preferences, and is battery powered
• The owner can access the lock box by the digital touch keypad, by using the IQ smart phone
application, which is compatible with iOS or Android phones, or by using the back- up keys
• Low battery alerts will appear on the IQ Digital Lock Box and the app when it is time to
replace the batteries
• The IQ app offers a variety of ways to keep your security in check and is customizable based
onthe user’s needs
• A dashboard of lock box usage provides a timely snapshot of recent or long-term activity –
giving the user visibility to all activity surrounding the lock box
• Notifications and alerts are pushed out via the app to keep the lock box owner(s) informed
of all activity.
• Convenient event scheduling and daily medication reminders can be set for every member
of the family
• An audio alarm sends an alert if the lock box detects any tampering with a shock-andvibration monitor and three-axis tilt sensor
• The owner can monitor more than one IQ Digital Lock Box through a single app, and a
technical support hotline is available to allow remote access in case of an emergency
• Each IQ Digital Lock Box has a unique model serial number and registration code
• The IQ Digital Lock Box comes with detailed instructions to easily install the lock box into the
Robern cabinet, download the IQ Digital Lock Box application, and connect to the lock box
• An impeccably engineered mounting system was designed for smooth, seamless installation
and to ensure secure placement to prevent removal of the lock box
• The lock box can be adjusted to any height for comfortable access to the contents

ROBERN® Uplift® Tech Tun™

Estimated consumer price begins at:
Uplift Tech TUN: $4,499
Key points
• Uplift Tech TUN delivers unobstructed views by creatively incorporating vertical opening,
no-swing doors in a modern cabinet design.
• Uplift Tech state-of-the-art TUN lighting technology offers convenient, on-mirror touch
controls and intuitive cool to warm lighting.
• The mirror is equipped with the ability to select the ideal brightness for on-the-spot task
needs and smooth, flicker-free dimming at a touch.
• The interior illuminates with an integrated lighting system that is virtually invisible to the
eye but impeccably bathes the entire cabinet in light.
• Relaxing, warm white 2700K LED lighting replicates indoor light designed to help the user
unwind in the evening or ease into the morning.
• The creative vertical door application ensures it will not interfere with tall faucets and
hanging light fixtures and provides an unparalleled flexibility to accommodate even in the
smallest space configurations.
• The ergonomic engineered handles enable two-finger lifting and fits proportionately to the
cabinet.
• To coordinate with other fixtures and faucets within the bathroom, Robern offers the
handles in Anodized Aluminum, Matte Gold, Matte Black, Chrome, and Polished Nickel
finishes.
• These finishes also beautifully color match to KOHLER and sister brand KALLISTA plumbing
finishes as a part of its complete bathroom solution promise.
• Uplift Tech TUN is available in perimeter lighted versions in 30-inch, 36-inch and 48-inch
sizes; Uplift Tech is also available in 24-inch and 30-inch non-lighted versions.

Technical Information
• Robern TUN variable tuning technology adjusts from 2700K (Kelvin) warm, relaxing tones to
5600K cool temperatures.
• Uplift Tech TUN is engineered to allow the user to adjust the lighting to fit daytime to
evening settings with remarkable accuracy and precision.
• Uplift Tech TUN has capacitive controls to easily cycle through the pre-set tuning and
dimming levels or can be calibrated to specific color temperature and brightness by pressing
and holding down on the controls to save favorite light settings.
• The night light can be turned on and off using in-cabinet controls or programmed to provide
nighttime illumination in 12-hour increments.
• A mirror defogger incorporates the latest in technology and is equipped with a 45-minute
timer that turns on with the push of a button.
• The interior also houses:
o Built-in USB charging ports
o Integrated electrical outlets
o Tamper resistant plugs
o Cantilever, adjustable shelving system

